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Abstract - This paper presents modeling, simulation and controller design of drawworks sytem in a drilling tower during 
drilling and maneuvering operations. The relevant modeling involves; dynamically modeling of drill-string, drawworks, 
hook load, mud circulation, drill-bit, and the bottom-hole assembly. Position control is required for variable inertia system 
during maneuvering operation, and during drilling process; velocity control of the vertically penetrating string is needed 
under the uncertainties caused by the interaction of the drill bit and rock. The robust performance of the system is 
demonstrated by simulations of the proposed control system. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The modeling and simulation of the drilling and 
maneuvering operations require toconcern the 
dynamics of many sub-drilling systems. Figure 1 
shows the general overview of the drill tower where 
the drawworks system is utilized. In literature, 
detailed models and controller design applications are 
revealed.  
 
Controlling of the drilling operation by the remote 
operator and performing the control system using by 
the drilling penetration speed as the reference signal 
has been accomplished in a research [1]. On the basis 
of mathematical model of drilling operation and drill-
string, it has been shown that the designed controller 
tracks the refrence signal for the vertical penetration 
velocity. In addition, an on-line observer is used to 
estimate rock stiffness. The interactions of vertical 
penetration dynamics and drilling dynamics are also 
emphasized in this work. This interaction is included 
in our mathematical model, as well. 
 

 
Figure 1.Schematic of Drilling Tower 

Feedback control systems for the drilling operation 
have been designed through estimated drill bit-rock 
interface models [2]. The designed system model has 
been compared with real-time drilling field data and 
the the system controller has been simulated. The 
implemented controller consists of 2 loops 
structurally; a high-bandwidth classical controller in 
the iner loop,and a high-bandwidth outer loop which 
requires some knowledge-based reactive strategy. 
 
The disturbanceslike stick-slip oscillations in drill-
string, that occur during the operation may affect the 
performance of the system and cause the huge 
failures. An approach for the robust suppression of 
stick-slip oscillations in oil drillstrings has been 
presented in a survey [3]. Two control configurations 
have been derived: a cascade control scheme, and a 
decentralized control scheme. The presented control 
approach is based on modeling error compensation 
techniques to obtain robustness against uncertain 
parameters. 
 
The indeced vibrations during the drilling operation is 
also seen as disturbance. In the literature,a controller 
has been designed to minimizethe effects of 
vibrations [4]. Using real-timefield data, artificial 
neural networks have been trained as estimators and 
therefore the designed controlleris capable to 
eliminatethe effect of these kind of disturbances. The 
aim of the work is to optimize the weight on bit and 
the rotational speed during the operation. 
A patented study called automatic drilling system 
also discusses the relevant control systems [5]. The 
rotational speed of the srum is controlled by the PID 
type controller according to the input parameters. The 
drum rotation speed is measured by the encoder and 
the system is braked using a servo motor if it reaches 
unexpected values. 
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As a case study, a control system has been designed 
using the model predictive control system [6]. The 
PID type controller has been designed so that the 
system can operate at maximum speedby optimum 
values. For this purpose, a miniaturized drill tower 
has been installed to test the controller performance. 
As it can be seen throughout the above-mentioned 
sources, the dynamic system in drilling operation is 
exposed to many parametric changes and extraneous 
disturbances and loads. For this reason, we designed 
an active disturbance rejection controller (ADRC) for 
the tower control and automation. In addition, 
supervisory structures that make predictive inputs 
have been also investigated [7,8]. In the following 
sections of the paper, the linear ADRC system 
designed for different drilling operation modes which 
is applied and simulated on the dynamic model, is 
presented. The general scheme of an ADRC is 
illustrated in figure 2. 

 
Figure2.Structural Schematic of the Control System [6] 

 
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
 
2.1Drawworks Modeling 
The drilling hoist has a great importance in the 
drilling operation and in the scope of the project. Also 
in the control of the drilling operation, it has a 
significant effect on the penetration dynamics.  
 
2.1.1 Drawworks Drum Model 
The drum inside the drawworks system is an 
important part of the system dynamics, and therefore 
itis particularly included in the model. While 
modeling the drum, the wrapped cables around it, its 
moment of inertia and also variablemoment 
depending on the wrapped cable, are taken into 
consideration. A schematic of the drum with wrapped 
cable around it, is illustrated in figure 3. 

 
Figure3.Schematic of the Drum and Wrapped Cable 

 
As it can be seen from this schematic, the radius of 
the cylinder and also cylinder massa are changing 
based on the wrapped cable around it. R  denotes the 
radius of the cylinder, and the R( ) indicates the 

variable radius of the wrapped cable around it. The 
changes in drum inertia and radius depending on the 
wrapped cable, are expressed by the following 
equations. 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure4.Drum-Free Body Diagram 

 
The torque-force equations derived from the free-
body diagram are as follows. 
 

 
 
Here,        represent the fast line force,      is the 
applied torque on the drum, and      is the drum angle. 
 
2.1.2 Hook Load Model 
Depending on the force transferred to the drill string 
from drawworks, the hook load force analysis 
equations are investigated in this section of the report. 
When equations are written for the hook load, the 
forces transmitted from the drawworks, the weight of 
the hanging load (cables, topdrive, drilling pipes), 
floating force, weight on bit from the interaction of 
rock, and mud viscous friction have been considered. 
The free-body diagram prepared for the hook load is 
presented in figure 5. 
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Figure5. Hook Load-Free Body Diagram 

 
The equations derived from the free body diagram are 
as follows [16]. 

CableTopdrivePipesHH WWWgmW                    
(7)

HD
MDWF HB         (8)

HD
MDBF 1                   (9)

vKWFnBFWvKWFFnWF ffHfBfHH ..  (10) 
W =  W . BF− n. F − K . v− F            (11) 
 
In these equations, HW   represent the hook load 
weight, BF  is the floating force, MDand HD are mud 
and hook load density respectively, BF  is the bouancy 
factor, fK  is the coefficient of mud viscous friction, 
andWrepresent the weight on bit from the interaction 
of rock. 
 
2.2Equation of Vertical Penetration Motion  
In order to derive the equation of vertical motion, the 
actuators are considered ideal and the equations (1-
11) are used. The vertical motion equations of the 
system are presented below and the operating scheme 
of the system is illustrated in figure 6. 

 

Actuator  Gear Box Hoisting System 
 

 
Figure6. Hoisting System Operation Schematic 

 
In the actuator model as given in figure 6, a second-
order transfer function, which expresses the transient 
characteristic of the AC motor, has been used. It is 
assumed that the motor and drive unit will fulfill the 
reference motor torque demanded by the control 
system over the transient dynamics. This is a realistic 
assumption when considering the overall drilling 
system dynamics bandwidth and the dynamics of the 
AC motor. 
 
2.3Modeling of Mud Effect 
During drlling, broken and cut rocks are cleared away 
by circulating mud water through the hole. The 
circulating mud has dynamical effects on the drill bit. 
These are expressed by calculating the pump flow, 
the buoyancy factor and the pressure change in the 
drill bit ( BitP ). Representations of the mentioned 
changes are presented below [6]. 
 

PPR
PPoPF 


1714                 (21)

HD
MDBF  1                  (22)

22

295.6

td
Bit AC

PFMDP





                                        
(23) 

NNNDAt  2

4
                 (24) 

 
In these equations, PF ,  PPo  and PPR  represent 
the pump flow,  power and pressure respectively, dC  
is the nuzzle correlation factor, ND  nuzzle diameter 
and  NN is the number of nuzzles. 
  
Properties of the mud which are effective at the 
penetration speed and which are used during drilling 
operation, are specified by the mud density, the 
plastic viscosity and the solid content. The 
penetration rate is reduced by increasing the plastic 
viscosity, solids content and muddensity. Reducing 
the penetration rate is more suitable for increasing the 
depth, because as the depth increases, the rock 
strength increases and the porosity decreases [9]. 
 
2.4 Modeling of Drilling and Cutting Operations 
The cutting operation is driven by the weight on bit 
(WOB) which is applied through drill collars, and the 
torque transferred from the top drive through drill 
string[1]. In the drilling industry, the most commonly 
used type of drill bit is called Drag Bit. Such a drill 
bit consists of several BluntCutter. 
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2.4.1 Blunt Cutter Modeling 
The below figure 7, demonstate the cutting and 
friction forces along the surface ( SF ) and normal (

nF ) vectors in a blunt cutter. 
f

S
C

SS FFF                  (25)
f

n
C

nn FFF                  (26)

  nS FAF   1                                     (27) 
 

 
Figure 7. Cutting and Friction Forces on a Blunt Cutter [1] 

 
Here,   is the intrinsic specific energy,   the ratio 
of vertical to horizental force between rock and cutter 
contact surfaces, and  is the coefficient of friction. 
 
2.4.2 Drag Bit Modeling 
As mentioned previously, a drag bit consists of some 
blunt cutters. The torque (T ) and weight (W )on bit 
from the interaction of rock break down to cutting 
and friction forces. The related equations are as; 
 

fC TTT                   (28)
fC WWW                   (29)

daT C 2
2
1

                   (30)

daW C                    (31)  
Here, a  is the radius of drill bit and d  is the depth 
of cut. 
 
2.5Modeling of Drilling String and Bottom Hole 
Assembly 
In this section, modeling of the motion of the drill 
dtring and the bottom bole assembly (BHA) is 
described. It is considered that the bit-rock interaction 
model comprises of utting and frictional processes. 
The modeling is done according to the free body 
diagrams presented in figure 8 and the obtained 
equations as follows.  

 
Figure8. Drilling String and BHA Free Body Diagrams [10] 

   xTT
dt
dc

dt
dI tt

00002

2

,
                 (32)

 xWW
dt

xdM tt
0002

2

,                         (33) 

 
In these equations, xis the vertical,  is the rotational 
positions of drill bit, I  moment of inertia of drill 
string and BHA, andc represents the torsional 
stiffness of the structure. 
 
When friction effects are ignored, both variables (T, 
W) are proportional to the cutting depth. By 
considering that n                represents the number of 
identical blades in the cutter, we have; 
d ≔ n d                   (34)

     nn ttxtxtd :                                                 (35) 

    bn nttt /2 
                  (36) 

 
 
2.6Equations of Motion while Drilling (MWD) 
2.6.1 Rock Cutting and Vertical Penetration 
Equations 
As mentioned above, the weight on bit from the 
interaction of rock, is proportional to the depth of cut
d . In order to simplify the system,it is considered 
bothe the vertical and angular velocities change  
slowly. In another word, v(t) = x(t)̇  and w(t) =
∅(t)̇ are approximately constant at each period 

 ttt n , .If we approximately define the depth of 
cutat time; 
    nttvntd ..                                   (37) 

  ntt .
π                  (38) 

The expression when we write equations 40 and 41 as 
a single equation is shown below. 

   
 t

tvtd

2

                        (39) 

By attention to the singularity problem at   0t , the 
above equation will be as follow; 
   

  },max{
2

0


t
tvtd                                       (40) 

 
2.6.2 RotationalMotion Equations 
By considering that,  is density of the drill dipes and 

d BHA pir , por  , bir , bor inner and outer radius of drill 

pipes and BHA, pL , bL length of drill dipes and BHA, 

pJ , bJ polar poment of inertia of drill pipes and 

BHA, G shear modulus of drill pipe, and defining the 
below parameters [10, 12, 16]: 

ppbb LJLJI 
3
1

                 (41)

 44

2 pipop rrJ 
                                (42) 

 44

2 bibob rrJ 
                               (43) 
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p

p

L
GJ

c                                  (44) 

The equation of rotational motion can be expresses as 
below; 

   xTT
dt
dc

dt
dI tt

00002

2

,
                         (45) 

 
III. DESIGN OF THECONTROL SYSTEM 
 
The drilling tower control system has been designed 
for different modes of operation; Tripping (Upward 
and Downward Maneuver), Drilling, Reaming and 
Back-Reaming. The controllers have been designed 
based on two types of controllers; Active Disturbance 
Rejection Control (ADRC), and Loop Shaping. In the 
tripping process a position controller and in the 
drillingprocess a velocity controller has been 
designed.   
The operation diagram of the controller and the 
system is presented in Figure 9.  
 

 
Figure9.Controller and System Operation Diagram 

 
3.1 Position Control while Maneuvering 
During thetripping operation, it is just required for 
position control of the drill string. Using the Eqn. 20 
and considering while tripping there is no interaction 
between bit and rock ( 0 daW  ), so the equation 
of motion will be as;  

vKHW
dt
dvM fs  0

                 (46) 

As the controller, an active disturbance rejection 
controller (ADRC) algorithm was implemented. This 
controller successfully tracks the reference    while 
rejecting the disturbance, D. 

 
Figure 10. Schematic of ADRC Position Controller 

 
The Schematic representation of the designed 
controller is presented in the above Figure 10. Instead 
of the non-linear ADRC, a linear ADRC structure is 

preferred at this stage. A linear ADRC system 
consists of a PD controller in the outer loop and an 
extended state observer (ESO) as the inner loop. The 
ESO estimates the parametric uncertainty and 
disturbance inputs on the system as a lumped 
disturbance input and the estimated lumped 
disturbance is fed back to the control system to 
eliminate the parametric uncertainties and external 
disturbing input effects.The design process of the 
ESO is given as follow; 
Mẍ = W − H − K ẋ                              (47) 

xx 1      (48) 
x = ẋ     (49) 
x = f( , ̇ )          (50) 
x ̇ = x                   (51) 
H = u                   (52) 
x ̇ =  ubxWuxKb PsfP  32 )(                      

(53) 

x ̇ = 0h                    (54) 

  
 
The L vector can be calculated as follow [11]. 
Wherew is bandwith of the the observer. 
L = [3w 3w w ]     (57) 
 
3.2 Velocity Control while Drilling 
The drilling operation comprises of two processes; 
the rotational motion of the drillstring and the vertical 
penetration of the drill bit. A controller must be 
designed to track desired vertical penetration by 
controlling the rotational velocity of drill bit and 
rejecting the torque-on-bit that is produced during the 
cutting operation. The block diagram of the overall 
drilling system, is presented in Figure 11. 
 

 
Figure11. Block Diagram of the Overall Drilling System 

 
Our main goal is to design a control system that 
maintains the reference rate of penetration with the 
desired performance. Specifically, we are looking for 
the control input U which would guarantee that the 
velocity of the vertical penetration converges 

refx
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asymptotically to an arbitrary positive reference 
value. 
The equation of motion (20) is rewritten to obtain the 
following expression. 

 

 
Figure12. Structural Schematic of ADRC Velocity Controller 

 
IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 
 
The mathematically modeled system was simulated 
using Matlab / Simulink. The performance of the 
velocity controller was evaluated by applying 
referece penetration signal as demonstrated in the 
below Figure 13.a. The reference inputs and outputs 
of the system are demonstrated in this figure. It is 
worth mentioning that, the effect of the rock stiffness 
has been evaluated on the system by applying the 
shown intrinsic specific energy signal. As it can be 
seen from Figure 13.fagainst the change of stiffness, 
the control system performs the speed 
controlrobustly. At the same time, the control system 
eliminates effects of dynamical coupling with 
rotational dynamics, i.e. effects due the the change in 
angular velocity of the bit. 
 

 
Figure13. a) Vertical penetration reference input b) Drill-bit 

rotation speed reference input c) Vertical speed input and 
output comparison graph d) Drill-bit rotation speed input and 
output comparison graph e) Vertical position graph f) Intrinsic 

specific energy graph 
 
In order to evaluate the maneuver operation, the 
position output (hook load position) of the system 
due to the applied reference inputs during the upward 
maneuver operation is observed, which is 
demonstrated in the Figure 14.  
The effect of changing the number of pipes on the bit 
position, and also on the hook load weight, is 
demonstrated in graphs as shown in the figure. 
During the maneuver, there is no turning of the bit 
and therefore no dynamical coupling due to drilling. 
The given position reference input was successfully 
tracked by the position controller. 
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Figure 14.a) Position reference input and output comparison 
graph (b)Bit position graph by changing the number of pipes 
(c) Hook load weight graph by changing the number of pipes 

(d) Control energy graph (e) Control energy graph by 
changing the number of pipes 
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